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As an asset class that pays investors a floating-rate coupon, broadly syndicated loans have historically 

outperformed in rising-rate environments—and the asset class certainly benefitted from that backdrop 

over the past two years. Now that the rate-hiking cycle may be reaching its end, however, there are 

questions as to whether this strength can continue. We believe it can, due largely to the contractual 

income currently on offer, which continues to hover around its peak post-financial crisis highs.

Strong Performance Amid Rising Rates

The loan market outperformed other fixed income asset classes in each of the last two years, as central 

banks steadily increased rates to combat inflation. In 2022, while performance was negative—which 

had previously only happened twice in the U.S. and three times in Europe—the loan market showed 

significant resilience relative to other fixed income markets due to its lower price sensitivity to increases 

in interest rates (Figure 1). Heading into 2023, the asset class was armed with a much higher coupon 

which, along with some modest price recovery, allowed it to quickly recapture the negative results of 

2022 and outperform other markets for a second consecutive year. 

“While yields across all fixed income markets are elevated, the loan 
asset class stands out not only for being at the top of the list, but also 
because the bulk of its yield is coming from contractual income that 
is being paid today rather than awaiting price recovery.”

Figure 1:  Loans Have Outperformed Other Fixed Income Asset Classes

Sources: Credit Suisse; J.P. Morgan; Bloomberg. As of December 31, 2023. Returns are hedged to USD.
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Can the Strength Continue? 

Even as the rate-hiking cycle looks close to its end, loans look well-positioned for outperformance in the 

year ahead, due largely to the contractual income on offer. As a result of the increase in short-term rates 

(which make up the floating-rate portion of a loan’s coupon) and the general steadiness in stated spread 

(the fixed-rate portion) loan coupons today are at elevated levels. The average coupon for the global 

loan market today is 9.11%, which is well above the long-term average of 5.46%.1 For a market that has 

historically provided total returns in the 4%–6% range, coupons at these levels suggest strong potential 

for above-average total returns. The high starting point also provides a natural buffer for total returns in 

the face of volatility or temporary periods of price disruption, which may be more likely than not in the 

months ahead given today’s macroeconomic uncertainty. 

While yields across all fixed income markets are elevated, the loan asset class stands out not only for 

being at the top of the list, but also because the bulk of its yield is coming from contractual income that 

is being paid today rather than awaiting price recovery (Figure 2). Further, although short-term rates may 

eventually decline from current levels, many market participants are expecting rates to remain higher for 

much of 2024 (Figure 3). Importantly for loans, this likely means that even with a modest pullback in rates, 

coupons will remain well above historical levels and pave the way for healthy performance. 

1.   Source: Credit Suisse Global Leveraged Loan Index. As of December 31,2023.
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Figure 2:  Elevated Yields, Contractual Income

 As of December 31, 2023. 

Figure 3:  Rates Expected to Remain Higher for Much of 2024

Sources:  Credit Suisse; J.P. Morgan; Bloomberg. As of December 31, 2023.
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2.   Source: J.P. Morgan. As of December 31, 2023. 

Resilience in the Face of Risk 

The loan market consists of credits that are rated below investment grade, which means 

a primary risk is the potential of principal loss from a default. While investors in loans 

certainly benefit from the higher income component today, elevated rates are somewhat 

of a double-edged sword, as borrowers are faced with higher borrowing costs. Although 

many borrowers have interest rate hedges or other fixed-rate financing sources in place, 

there will be some that do not. These borrowers could face liquidity pressures in the 

months ahead—particularly if earnings see elevated volatility in response to a weaker 

economic backdrop—and be forced to either seek additional capital or default. 

Unsurprisingly, increased borrowing costs, among other factors, have contributed to 

an increase in the default rate for U.S. loans, from 1.6% in 2022 to 3.2% for the trailing 

12-month period ending December 31, 2023.2 However, it is important to highlight that 

this level is in line with the market’s long-term average default rate of 3.1%. Therefore, 

while it has risen, the default rate remains in manageable territory and looks unlikely to 

increase significantly from here. 

As we look ahead to the next year, we expect to see similarities to 2023. Defaults are 

likely to remain at a similar, manageable level, particularly for actively managed portfolios 

focused on prudent credit selection. This is partly due to the fact that management teams 

have been proactively addressing capital structure needs through the primary market, 

refinancing debt and pushing out maturities (Figure 4). It is also a result of pockets of stress 

being fairly well telegraphed, which means the market has already priced in discounts for 

many credits facing near-term headwinds or potential liquidity events. Therefore, while 

defaults are certainly worth monitoring closely in the months ahead, we do not believe they 

will materially offset the strong returns generated by elevated income. 

Figure 4:  Maturities Remain Manageable 

Source:  Credit Suisse. As of December 31, 2023. 
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It is also worth noting that loans are fairly resilient by nature. In 

addition to typically being senior in a company’s capital structure, 

they are secured by a borrower’s assets—which has contributed 

to loans’ higher recovery rate over time versus both junior 

debt and equity. Broadly syndicated loans also have an active 

secondary market that provides liquidity, even in uncertain market 

environments. Finally, the asset class offers sector diversification 

relative to other fixed income allocations, which helps it weather 

the ups and downs of market cycles. Specifically, while many 

fixed income markets offer exposure to energy, homebuilders and 

hospitals, loans offer the opportunity to diversify into the technology 

and services sectors.  

Key Takeaway

Following two years of relative outperformance, and with the rate-

hiking cycle likely at or near its peak, there are questions around 

whether the time is right to shift out of loans and into other areas 

of fixed income. In our opinion, this view overlooks one of the key 

benefits of the rising-rate environment for the asset class—the higher 

contractual income currently being generated. Not only are broadly 

syndicated loans beginning the year with a higher coupon than in 

the last two years, but there is greater attention among managers 

to potential pockets of stress—some of which have already been 

addressed. To that end, we believe loans are well-positioned to deliver 

attractive relative performance in the year ahead. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Any forecasts in this document are based upon Barings opinion of the market at the date of preparation and are 

subject to change without notice, dependent upon many factors. Any prediction, projection or forecast is not 

necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance. Investment involves risk. The value of any investments 

and any income generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed by Barings or any other person. 

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. Any investment results, portfolio 

compositions and or examples set forth in this document are provided for illustrative purposes only and are not 

indicative of any future investment results, future portfolio composition or investments. The composition, size of, 

and risks associated with an investment may differ substantially from any examples set forth in this document. No 

representation is made that an investment will be profitable or will not incur losses. Where appropriate, changes 

in the currency exchange rates may affect the value of investments. Prospective investors should read the offering 

documents, if applicable, for the details and specific risk factors of any Fund/Strategy discussed in this document.

Barings is the brand name for the worldwide asset management and associated businesses of Barings LLC and its 

global affiliates. Barings Securities LLC, Barings (U.K.) Limited, Barings Global Advisers Limited, Barings Australia 

Pty Ltd, Barings Japan Limited, Baring Asset Management Limited, Baring International Investment Limited, Baring 

Fund Managers Limited, Baring International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited, Baring Asset Management (Asia) 

Limited, Baring SICE (Taiwan) Limited, Baring Asset Management Switzerland Sarl, Baring Asset Management Korea 

Limited, and Barings Singapore Pte. Ltd. each are affiliated financial service companies owned by Barings LLC (each, 

individually, an “Affiliate”). Some Affiliates may act as an introducer or distributor of the products and services of 

some others and may be paid a fee for doing so.

NO OFFER: The document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation for the purchase 

or sale of any financial instrument or service in any jurisdiction. The material herein was prepared without any 

consideration of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of anyone who may receive it. 

This document is not, and must not be treated as, investment advice, an investment recommendation, investment 

research, or a recommendation about the suitability or appropriateness of any security, commodity, investment, or 

particular investment strategy, and must not be construed as a projection or prediction.

Unless otherwise mentioned, the views contained in this document are those of Barings. These views are made 

in good faith in relation to the facts known at the time of preparation and are subject to change without notice. 

Individual portfolio management teams may hold different views than the views expressed herein and may make 

different investment decisions for different clients. Parts of this document may be based on information received 

from sources we believe to be reliable. Although every effort is taken to ensure that the information contained in 

this document is accurate, Barings makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, 

completeness or adequacy of the information. 

Any service, security, investment or product outlined in this document may not be suitable for a prospective 

investor or available in their jurisdiction. 
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Barings is a $347+ billion* global investment manager sourcing differentiated opportunities and building  

long-term portfolios across public and private fixed income, real estate and specialist equity markets. With investment 

professionals based in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific, the firm, a subsidiary of MassMutual, aims to serve 

its clients, communities and employees, and is committed to sustainable practices and responsible investment.


